IP Key Latin America Project Activities

Regional Workshop on Geographic Indications in Enforcement in Central America

Location: San José, Costa Rica
Date: 08/07/19

The Enforcement of Designs in Latin America: an overview of the different enforcement practices

Location: Lima, Peru
Date: 20/08/19

IP Key LA introduces new methodologies on Trade Marks and Designs Enforcement

Location: Buenos Aires, Argentina
Date: 15/08/19

The Enforcement of Geographical Indications: a seminar on the role of the courts, and how the courts and enforcement agencies work together

Location: San José, Costa Rica
Date: 05/09/19

The Development of Harmonized Enforcement of Intellectual Property and Related Rights: lessons learned from the EU-IP Countries and the Dominican Republic,

Location: San José, Costa Rica
Date: 13/11/19

Green Technologies on Intellectual Property and Innovation.

Location: Lima, Peru
Date: 05/12/19

IP Key LA organizes a virtual enforcement seminar in Colombia, Lima and Santiago de Chile

Location: Colombia, Lima, Santiago de Chile
Date: 20/08/19

IP Key LA introduces the Second IP Enforcement and Environment Week, in Argentina

Location: Buenos Aires, Argentina
Date: 20/08/19

IP Key LA, along with 20 other organizations, launches the International Patent (IP) Key LA public awareness campaign

Location: Buenos Aires, Argentina
Date: 24/07/19

Technical Workshop on Common Tools and Practices Developed by the European Network of Trade Marks and Designs

Location: Viennes, Austria
Date: 12/09/19

IP Key LA launches a new training on Trade Marks and Designs Enforcement

Location: Buenos Aires, Argentina
Date: 15/08/19

The conference on Geographic Indications and the Lisbon Agreement (Stevens Act)

Location: Lima, Peru
Date: 05/09/19

If you (or your institution) are interested in the implementation of these activities as experts please register in the Call of Expression of Interest

Location: Virtual
Date: 10/07/19 to 30/09/19

Visit the website